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Intro
I'm sure you're about to say something like "Oh, that's another
one shitcoin popping up" but it's certainly not. Every one shitcoin
says that it is the most fast, secure, anonimous, blah, blah, etc,
but Sanchezium is not about that at all.
I made Sanchezium — and almost every Rick in almost every
timeline did — to use it as a payment between Ricks first, to
trade some stuff, buy portal fluid, mega-seeds, or maybe
purchase a brand new Morty... So I can say that Sanchezium is
the first real interdimensional cryptocurrency. Sure f*cks running
the Citadel of Ricks will start using it too, but I don't care.
Well and it is opensource etc, so you can use it too. Purchase my
coins and in you go. It is extremely fast (transaction is confirmed
in about 1 minute, full confirmation takes about 10 minutes),
absolutely secure and 100% anonimous. Trust me, i'm Crypto
Riiick!
And I won't be Rick Sanchez if I don't rize some profit on it, so
Sanchezium is about to go to several cryptoexchanges right after
the ICO is finished.
Sanchezium is 100% POS cryptocurrency, running on
masternodes, so grab your one (or better three) while you can.
Sanchezium masternodes are designed to be high-ROI, so you
will get a lot even with 300 masternodes running in the network.
Also I have built some fun and prizes into the block generation
reward system. Approximately once in a week (every 10080
blocks, actually) block reward is set to 500 SNCZ, and some lucky
bastard gets schwifty.
Ow, and before I forget — POS reward also gets a bit higher
when the number of blocks increases to keep ROI high and
shining. Yeah, looks like that's all.
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Specifications
Max coin supply

27 182 818 (exactly the base of the
natural logarithm, multiplied by 1
000 000)

Premined

1 400 000 (5%)

First POS block

141

Block time

about 60 seconds or so

Max block size

3 MB

Staking age

24 hours

Ticker

SNCZ

Coin type

pure POS after premine

Algorythm

scrypt

Masternode price

2500 SNCZ

Difficulty retargeting

every block

Fun and prizes

500 SNCZ are given randomly every
week

0-10080 block reward

16 SNCZ

10080-40320 block reward

17 SNCZ

40320-80640 block reward

18 SNCZ

80640-120960 block reward

20 SNCZ

120960 and higher block reward

24 SNCZ
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Fun and prizes
We're all sick of standard shitcoins all looking the same, so I have
built some, uhm, motivating thing into Sanchezium block reward
system.
Here it comes:
int64_t
GetProofOfStakeReward(const
CBlockIndex*
pindexPrev,
int64_t nCoinAge, int64_t nFees)
{
int64_t nSubsidy = STATIC_POS_REWARD;
int nHeight = pindexPrev->nHeight + 1;
if(nHeight % 10080 == 0 && nHeight >= 10080)
{
nSubsidy = 500 * COIN;
}
else
{
if (nHeight <= 10080) {
nSubsidy = STATIC_POS_REWARD;
}
else if (nHeight <= 40320 && nHeight > 10800) {
nSubsidy = 17 * COIN;
}
else if (nHeight <= 80640 && nHeight > 40320) {
nSubsidy = 18 * COIN;
}
else if (nHeight <= 120960 && nHeight > 80640) {
nSubsidy = 20 * COIN;
}
else {
nSubsidy = 24 * COIN;
}
}
return nSubsidy + nFees;
}

So, as you can see, every 10080 blocks (about one week) some
lucky bastard gets 500 SNCZ and gets schwifty with it.
Also block reward grows every month for first four months, which
is vital for POS masternode coin.
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ICO
Purchase some coins and in you go — now you're part of the
show!
Sanchezium ICO is on. ICO will be devided into three phases.
Phase 1. Sale with 50% off
250 000 SNCZ will be sold for 50 cents per 1 SNCZ. Hurry.
Phase 2. Sale with 25% off
Another 250 000 SNCZ will be sold for 75 cents per 1 SNCZ.
Phase 3. Full price sale
Remaining 500 000 SNCZ will be sold for 1 USD per 1 SNCZ.
How to take part in ICO
All you need is Sanchezium address and some BTC or ETH to
trade for SNCZ. You will get your purchased amount of
Sanchezium automatically (Morty is responsible for it actually)
right after system gets confirmation of your payment.
Just go to http://sanchezium.com/ico and you will get how to
buy some SNCZ, it's all simple.
Note
As you might have noticed, total premine is 1 400 000 SNCZ, and
only 1 000 000 will be sold during the ICO.
200 000 SNCZ will be reserved as the bounty fund, and
everything remaining unspent of it will be burned right after the
ICO ends.
The other 200 000 SNCZ will form the technical reserve and...
Whoa! Will be sent to Adult Swim on May 2018 to persuade them
to FINALLY START MAKING SEASON 4 OF MY SHOW!!!
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Roadmap
Phase 1
Right now

Start of the marketing and
bounty campaigns. Release of
the wallets.

Phase 2
After the wallets are released

ICO. Shop till you drop.

Phase 3
Right after the ICO

Public listings:







Phase 4
Right after listing

masternodes.online;
yobit.net;
hitbtc.com;
coinexchange.io;
coinsmarkets.com;
cryptopia.co.nz.

Start
of
the
active
development with community
involved:
 development
of
the
mobile app;
 development
of
the
cross-platform electron
wallet;
 development
of
the
cross-platform
multicurrency electron wallet.

Phase 5
After the Phase 4

Multiverse domination
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